Pro League Infield Conditioners
®

BETTER COLORS • BETTER PERFORMANCE

The #1 Conditioner for Safe & Playable Fields

NEW TO THE LEAGUE!

Pro League® Champion Brown™

Pro League Heritage Red

A unique, deep, dark color for a
first-class look and provides
excellent ball visibility.

™

An appealing and rich cherrywood
color, whether it is wet or dry.

Pro League® Red

Pro League® Natural

This classic color
is a popular choice
to enhance
infield appearance.

Non-dyed conditioner
delivers exceptional
performance and a
classic look.

Turface® Pro League® Conditioners

YOUR HOME FIELD ADVANTAGE
Playability. Safety. Confidence.

More than any other infield conditioner, Turface®
Pro League® gives athletes at every level of play
the opportunity to safely and confidently compete.
The smaller, uniform particle size creates a
consistent infield surface to minimize injuries from
bad hops. The particles also provide a cushion for

sliding or diving. These porous particles also
absorb moisture, preventing rainouts. With a
choice of colors to enhance aesthetics and improve
ball visibility, it is easy to see how Pro League
gives you every advantage to bring home a safer,
more playable field.

Stepping up to the plate
Improved manufacturing process enhances consistency and color.
Turface Athletics™ has raised the standard for quality once again, completing a major plant
expansion recently. Now Pro League particles absorb standing water and resist compaction even
better. Each particle also retains its color longer, without fading or degrading from exposure to
the sun and on-the-field play. These improvements make it that much easier for you to manage
moisture and maintain the safety and appearance of your infield.

The advantages of calcined clay—the inside story.
Inside each bag of Pro League are Turface® calcined clay particles. Compared to vitrified clay, shale or brick dust,
these particles are proven to be the most effective for managing moisture and improving drainage on skinned
infields. Their degradation is also just 3% over 20 years—far superior to other conditioners that break down or
melt back down to clay in a few days.

ADDITIONAL TURFACE
PRODUCTS
Keep your field in
top playing condition.

Here’s how the particles work to prevent your field from becoming oversaturated and slick, or dried out and hard.

Each calcined clay particle
is like a tiny sponge, full
of absorbent pores, and
capable of absorbing its
weight in water.

When it rains, excess water is
wicked away from the infield
clay and absorbed inside the
particle, helping to eliminate
rainouts.

When the particle reaches
“field capacity” or can’t hold
any more water, it allows the
excess water to drain even
faster than sand.

As the field begins to dry,
particles gradually release
stored moisture back into
the infield mix, extending
ideal moisture levels.

Elevate the appearance and playability
of your sports field with Pro League colors.

The four colors in the Pro League lineup give you options to create a playing surface
that is uniquely yours. These examples show how a single color can enhance a ballpark’s
appearance, and how the use of multiple colors can create a one-of-a-kind look.
Georgia Tech, home of the
Yellow Jackets, chose Pro League
Champion Brown to give its
ball field a new and distinct look.

TURFACE MOUND CLAY®

No areas around the
diamond receive more
constant wear than the
pitcher’s mound, batter’s
boxes and catcher’s area.
Make sure they are built
and properly maintained
using the best clays and
blocks in the industry to
assure on-the-field safety
and playability.
Available in red or gray

MoundMaster® Blocks

Professional Mound Clay®

This unique checkerboard
pattern was featured at the Little
League Softball World Series at
Alpenrose field in Portland, Oregon.

Host facility Wooster High School
has the mound ready for the
Nevada High School Division One
Championship Game.

MoundMaster® Blocks

Professional Gumbo
Mound Clay®

Turface®
All-Purpose
Clay®

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES FROM TURFACE ATHLETICS™
KEEP YOUR FIELD IN TOP PLAYING CONDITION

Whether you’re a professional groundskeeper, a volunteer coach, or parent, you
can find a wealth of information, including instructional videos, field schematics
and industry links online: turface.com/education. There are also listings for
upcoming events and industry shows you can attend to get advice from top field
maintenance personnel.

Introduction to Infield Conditioners
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Overview of Turface Products
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The Science of Infields
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Absorbing Standing Water on Infields
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Topdressing an Infield
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How to Apply Soil Conditioners
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This educational initiative creates opportunities to team up with groundskeepers, coaches and
parents at field days across the country. Practical tips and hands-on instruction is provided to
demonstrate the best ways to manage and maintain sports fields.

Follow Turface Athletics on Facebook
for the latest news and updates.
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